PACISOFT.vn
BẢNG SO SÁNH CÁC GÓI ACROBAT KÈM CHỮ KÝ ĐIỆN TỬ ADOBE ESIGN
(CÁ NHÂN & DOANH NGHIỆP NHỎ)
TÍNH NĂNG CHÍNH
Sign PDFs and documents
Send documents out for other people to sign
Get automatic e-signature notifications and reminders
Create PDFs and export to Word, Excel or PowerPoint
View, share, comment on, and track PDFs for review
Use e-sign and PDF tools in Google Drive, Microsoft 365, Box
and Dropbox
Includes Acrobat Pro DC desktop software
Edit text and images in PDFs on your desktop or mobile
device
Protect PDFs with passwords
Collect e-signatures from your websites
Collect credit card or PayPal payments from customers on
forms and invoices with Braintree
Add customized branding to e-sign requests
Advanced recipient roles on e-sign forms
Create advanced e-sign forms with file attachments,
hyperlinks and calculated fields
CHI TIẾT VỀ TÍNH NĂNG CHỮ KÝ E-SIGN
Remove and redact sensitive information
Prepare forms by automatically adding signature and other
form fields
Get in-person signatures with mobile app
Store and share signed documents and audit trails

Acrobat PDF Pack with e-sign

Acrobat Pro DC with e-sign

Acrobat Pro DC with advanced
e-sign

PACISOFT.vn
Add a handwritten signature via text message to mobile
phone
Require password before signing
Send documents for signature directly from Microsoft Word,
Outlook, or PowerPoint
Send documents for signature from Box or Dropbox
Easily open and sign with no downloads or sign-ups
Track and manage responses
Scan and sign on mobile
Add a “received” stamp or other personalized mark
Get 24x7 in-product chat support
Get a choice of 34 languages
CHI TIẾT VỀ TÍNH NĂNG PDF
Export PDFs to Word, PPT, Excel, or JPG, TIFF, PNG formats
Create a single PDF from a single or multiple files
Convert documents and image files to high-quality PDFs
Organize pages in a PDF file
Edit PDFs, add or replace text and images in PDF files
Turn scanned paper documents into searchable and editable
PDFs
Turn paper or Word files into fillable forms
Add comments to PDFs with a full suite of commenting tools
including text editing, highlighter, and sticky notes
Print to PDF from any application
Protect PDF files with passwords to prevent copying and
editing
Compare two versions of a document to see what’s changed
Mark PDFs with stamps, such as “approved” or “draft”
Create and validate PDFs to meet accessibility standards
Take advantage of advanced mobile editing features

